APPENDIX J: WATER SOURCE DOCUMENTATION
With the information you have sent me, we would be willing to haul or transfer water, approx. *2,000,000 gal from the Kennicott water station for the wind farm. We have two trucks, the tenders are set up for hauling and dust abatement - 6 sprayers with a top gun. These trucks are 4000 gal each and newer model Peter built. (*The estimated gallons of water are for the two projects of solar panels to be cleaned, not knowing the scope of hours required to complete the work, prices would be based on a hourly rate. The rate would cover equipment and personal. As a sub contractor we would provide, Inst. - fuel - tapes and other measures necessary for the project. With our working on past water / wind farms the water and soaps are paid for by the owners.

thank you for your consideration

with WING AIR

Sincerely

Wing Air

Kevin Winger
(Owner)

our work within Wind Projects have been with RES, Wanzek, Good Fellow Bros, Bonifield Power Lines and substations, WE have Forrest Service Contracts for water tenders. I have been in business for 35 years and been involved with wind projects since 2007.